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What Time is it Really? 
by Christina Baldwin and Ann Linnea 
 
 
Several years ago, in the days of road trips to visit far-flung friends, we carried  
a question with us on the road: What time is it really in our lives? There were  
miles of western landscape to stare into and hours to reminisce about all the  
road trips through this territory that we had made from childhood on; each of  
us Minnesota girls whose parents came from mountain roots. We unspooled  
decades of memories, and at each household wove our friends (early-60s to  
mid-80s) into the weave of thought and question. 
 
It’s a tricky business, assessing the last third of life, which might drag on into  
one’s late 90’s or end abruptly with an aneurism on an ordinary Saturday.  
Yet, within the basket of unpredictability (which is increasing and  
intensifying), this continues to be a major question for us personally, for our  
country, and for the planet. (Photo: Ann, Christina & Gracie, setting out on a hike) 
 
What time is it really? 
 
From 1994 to now, we have carried three major bodies of work into the world: the love of and stewardship of nature; 
the power of story to make sense of life; and the container of circle as a collaborative social practice where healing 
happens and transformative leadership emerges. Beginning in 2013, we spent three years in deep conversation with 
colleagues helping to design the nonprofit network for The Circle Way so that work could be carried into a diverse, 
global cadre of practitioners.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then we returned to our original passions: environmental activism/earth  
stewardship and story. We aged into our seventies with PeerSpirit offering  
an annual wilderness fast and the Self as the Source of the Story. Deborah  
Greene-Jacobi of EarthWays, joined us in the work of offering the  
wilderness fast. We three have guided people through rites of passage and  
reflection on the lands of Skalitude Retreat Center in Carlton, WA for  
eleven years. We are proud and humbled to have been entrusted with this  
experience, to have worked so beautifully together, to have come through  
this annual ceremony with unshakable friendship, and to witness nature’s  
capacity to offer transformation to people. 
(Photo: Deb, Christina and Ann in the kitchen at Skalitude) 
 
What time is it really in our lives? 
 
This year we have come to the tender-hearted conclusion that it is time to acknowledge the completion of our guiding. 
We will no longer offer the wilderness fast known as “Cascadia Quest.” 
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There are many levels to this decision. We believe questers must step into a strongly held container of land, 
facilitation, and stability. Given these times of great uncertainty and change, we no longer feel we can promise the 
strength of container required for people to entrust themselves to months of preparation and ceremony. We three 
women are in our 70s; the land is fragile and surrounded by fire scars; the vagaries of pandemic reality, climate 
change, travel restrictions all call us to accept shift and closure.  
 
In 2021, beginning the second year of the pandemic, we managed to host a  
small group of six vaccinated women in strength and beauty in the Skalitude  
valley. On the last night of solo, the Lookout Mountain wolf pack ran in the  
shadows from one end of the valley to the other and serenaded each other  
and us for nearly an hour. Now we see the rise and fall of their song as their  
rightful homecoming, a blessing and farewell. Their gift will echo in us for the  
rest of our lives. 

 
(Photo: Gray wolves, from a blog post on Washington  

wolves on the Washington Dept. of Fish &  
Wildlife website.) 

 
• We give profound thanks to the land, the sacred mountain, the far peaks, the forest, the meadow. 
• We give thanks to all creatures from the bees, to birds, to bear, cougar, and wolf who made space for us and 

accompanied us over all these years. 
• We give thanks to the Methow people, traditional holders of this territory. And we thank Lindsay Swope who 

tended us the first eight years, and Benjamin Pixie and Maeyoka Brightheart who are the current stewards. 
• We give thanks for each courageous person who traveled to this place from across the US and Canada, 

Germany, Great Britain, Slovenia, and Australia, seeking a vision of wholeness for themselves and our world 
and with their presence and prayers, honored this land. 

 
We grieve. We let go. It is finished in beauty. Let it be so. May all continue seeking. May all find a path and a story 
through the maze of change. 
 
What time is it really in our lives? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Photo: Overlooking the meadow at Skalitude) 

	

	


